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Baseball humorist Yogi Berra once said, “If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end up someplace else.”
To his point, the same is true related to planning for colocation data center projects. The scoping process is crucial in
selecting the optimal location, minimizing costs, accelerating the process, and virtually every other aspect that affects
where you “end up”. Using insights gained through dozens of colocation selection projects worldwide, this article
discusses 17 points that should be evaluated during the scoping process in order to ensure success.
Project Team
The first step for most enterprises is to form a project
team, which usually includes representatives from IT
architecture, data center operations, telecom,
business continuity, real estate, and the C-suite. The
team should become familiar with planned hardware
and software changes that affect future facility needs,
such
as
deployment
of
power-hungry,
hyperconverged hardware clusters. To avoid
unpleasant surprises later, the project team should
collectively draft a plan summary, including project
goals and a timeline — executive approval should be
obtained before investing any time or money.
Forming the right project team is critical to overall success.
Confirmation of Delivery Model
A recent end-user survey determined that 71% of enterprises intend to maintain or increase colocation use in coming
years. Because so many enterprises are now embracing the use of colocation plus cloud, the project team should identify
compute tasks best suited to remain in controlled environments (on-premises or colocation) and those which are good
candidates for near-term migration to the cloud. For many businesses, some applications and data sets aren’t yet ready
for public cloud environments due to audit/compliance issues, software readiness, or budget constraints. Colocation,
including private cloud, is also an excellent “bridge-to-cloud” delivery model when enterprises have uncertain cloud
adoption plans.
Power
In modern colocation data centers, critical power is the most significant usage metric, not the amount of occupied
data center space. Critical power is the power backed up by UPSs and generators available for customer IT equipment
use, which excludes cooling and ancillary loads.
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In most enterprise-class colo facilities, users pay contract costs based upon critical power available for the user’s IT
equipment, not rent for the occupied physical space. Accordingly, the project team should determine the critical
power needed during the occupancy period, even though predicting required power more than three to five years into
the future is difficult.
Planning for Growth
A recent report from International Data Corp. (IDC)
indicates the amount of data created over the next
three years will exceed the data created over the
past 30 years, and data will continue growing at a
compound annual rate of 26% through 2024, with
much of that growth coming from sensors and
metadata.
The proliferation of 5G, self-driving cars, and realtime videos will exacerbate the explosion in data
growth. However, each new generation of modern
hardware can process more compute while using
less power, and moving applications and data sets
to the cloud partially offsets internally hosted
computing growth, so IT pros are challenged when
trying to accurately forecast true power needs.

Most modern colocation facilities provide finished data center
suites or secure cages with a raised-floor or slab whitespace.

Acknowledging that negotiating flexibility to increase (or decrease) critical power at a colo is the most precise way to
match the user’s long-term requirements, the project team should prepare ranges for power and space requirements
over the contract term under multiple usage assumptions. Many colo facilities can increase or decrease the power and
cooling delivered to a customer suite over the contract period. Users should prepare a “most-likely scenario” power
model with projected year-by-year critical power loads for the next 10 years, then apply common sense and industry
knowledge to also create similar “low-growth” and “high-growth” models. The resulting range will guide the colo
procurement process by forecasting the optimal combination of critical power by year in the base contract, with
supplemental expansion and contraction rights to reduce costs and accommodate future needs.

Modular cooling units allow efficient scalability.

Space
While colo providers catering to large
enterprises rarely charge them rent for
occupied space, users should determine
how much physical space will be required
for cabinets and racks. Since wider, 30inch cabinets are often specified to
accommodate
denser
hardware
placement
and
complex
cable
connections, users should calculate the
space required, allotting 30 square feet
per planned cabinet.
To enhance
flexibility in hardware deployment and
provide “flex space” for hardware refresh
cycles, add approximately 15% swing
space for new cabinets as older cabinets
are retired.

While most enterprises anticipate meeting compute growth needs placing denser hardware into current cabinet
footprints, requirements for additional future cabinets should be identified during scoping. For example, enterprises
forecasting a 50% increase in cabinet count over the next five years should seek that growth space in the initial contract,
as extra space is usually available at minimal cost when the contract is initially negotiated but may be difficult to obtain
later once the colo provider leases adjacent suites.
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Required Cooling
Users can realize networking equipment savings by consolidating hardware into smaller footprints, requiring more
concentrated cooling. A recent Uptime Institute user survey indicated average rack densities increased 50% over a fouryear period, from 5.6 kW in 2017 to 8.4 kW in 2020. Many modern colocation facilities can cool up to 20 kW per cabinet,
with some facilities accommodating far higher, without stranding millions in cooling system costs that won’t be needed
for many years.
“In today’s data center environment of accelerated digital transformation, unpredictable usage and growth models are
table stakes,” said Billie Haggard, senior vice president of operations at Aligned. “No one has a crystal ball that can predict
exactly what lies ahead in five, 10, or even 15 years.
The beauty of Aligned’s cooling technology is its
versatility and modularity. Our customers can
initiate at one density profile and scale vertically up
to 50 kW per rack at their own pace without exotic
cooling solutions or a large number of moving parts
to maintain. We give them future-proof, right-sized
infrastructure when they need it.”
Enterprises should project cabinet density ranges by
year for the next 10 years using a base case, plus
high-density and low-density alternative cases. This
will help guide the down-selection of prospective
colo facilities later during the provider candidate
selection process.
Many colo facilities can provide dedicated infrastructure for full
suite customers.
Geographic Location
Most enterprises choose preferred locations for a new colocation placement as a function of business continuity,
telecom latency, proximity to IT staff or existing data centers, or cost control (some locations are cheaper than others).
Location selection is the focus of Part 2 in this series, and it will be discussed in much more detail later. However,
identification of preferred locations should be a component of scoping, along with internal notes on the criteria for
selection of the location options.
Condition at Delivery
Most modern colocation facilities provide finished data center suites or secure cages with a raised-floor or slab
whitespace — customers just need to install their cabinets and IT equipment. Users should plan the electrical
distribution circuit delivery to provide sufficient power per cabinet for both initial and future hardware deployment.
This might mean installing A+B 50-A, three-phase circuits to each cabinet for future densification even though 30-A
circuits could handle the initial load. During scoping, prepare cabinet placement and circuit plans under each power
growth model to maximize flexibility in suite layout; the deployment plan will later guide the preparation of build-out
plans and budgets.
Availability/Timing
In a perfect world, all enterprises would begin planning data center acquisitions and migrations several years before the
new facility is needed, getting an ample budget and clear direction from the C-suite.
In reality, project teams typically plod through a series of planning iterations, including business case development and
multiple levels of corporate approvals. Far too often, by the time the “new data center plan” is fully approved, there is
limited time to choose the best colo facility, complete approvals and contract negotiations, and construct the suite for
occupancy. Fortunately, leading colo providers are accustomed to accelerated schedules, and provide rapid deployment
options including pre-built “spec suites” ready for rapid customization and occupancy.
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Teams should designate procurement
milestone dates for completion of
scoping, identification of candidate
locations and facilities, RFP issuance,
proposal evaluation, business terms
negotiation, contract execution, buildout, and commissioning of the colo suite.
Resulting timelines are especially
effective as planning tools when the
project team breaks out broad project
phases into subtasks, and assigns
targeted dates and staff responsibilities
for each.

Data center construction timelines have compressed in recent years.
Dedicated Infrastructure
Many enterprises seek private colocation suites with dedicated critical systems infrastructure not shared with other
building occupants. For example, some colo data centers can provide a private suite for 250 cabinets and 1.5 MW of
critical power, with no sharing of generators, UPSs, or PDUs with other users, which can streamline audit and
compliance tasks. Colos also offer dedicated chilled water piping and CRACs to larger suites, supporting customization
of airflow and temperature set points to efficiently meet hardware cooling needs across the density spectrum.
Dedicated infrastructure is most frequently offered to colo suite customers contracting for at least 1 MW of critical
power, but some elements of critical systems, such as UPS modules and downstream electrical distribution, can be
provided to cage customers with contracts of only 225 kW. Some colocation facilities also provide dedicated building
entrances for large customers and private office suites for on-site IT staff. Project teams should determine the required
(or preferred) non-shared spaces and critical systems components during scoping.
Telecom Connectivity
Most large colocation facilities offer at least four redundant lit local loop fiber providers (some facilities far more), plus
dark fiber options connecting back to the nearest carrier hotel. Dark fiber can enable rapid provisioning of inexpensive
additional carrier connections for enterprises seeking dedicated circuits back to the nearest carrier hotel or another
corporate data center. Some enterprises also seek seamless participation in peering exchanges (like DE-CIX or AMSIX), which are now installed into many large colocation data centers.
Redundancy is important, so project teams should determine during scoping the number of required redundant lit fiber
providers. Scoping should also identify any preferred or required carriers and peering participants, especially if they are
existing vendors or control key network circuits for data transport to other company data centers.
Cloud Direct-Connect Interfaces
Leading colo facilities are now providing “direct-connect,” low-latency telecom circuits into major public cloud nodes
or multi-cloud interfaces, like Megaport — both recent trends providing significant value to enterprises planning public
cloud adoption. Direct-connect circuits can accelerate installations, reduce circuit costs for moving data between colos
and public cloud, and (in some cases) reduce latencies between sites. Enterprises should determine which directconnect circuits are most likely to provide future value and incorporate them into scoping specifications.
Public-Cloud Proximity
The largest public clouds have not placed nodes uniformly across the fruited plain but have recently built buildings near
(or leased space from) some of the largest colocation data centers, especially in northern Virginia, the Bay Area, and
metro Chicago. Colo occupants desiring physical placement near public cloud availability zones for low-latency
interconnection with them should include those proximities in geographic requirements. Numerous websites list public
cloud locations.
Certifications & Audit/Compliance Tools
Leading colocation providers have obtained major industry certifications, including SSAE18, HiTrust, PCI DSS, FISMA,
HIPAA, ISO 27001, TRUSTe, FedRAMP, and more. Major colocation providers have also onboarded dozens of experienced
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staff to assist in enterprise customer audit and compliance processes, including security monitoring and maintenance
processes, on a customized, ala carte fee basis.
Because the colo delivery model with secured physical control of IT equipment offers audit and compliance advantages
over public cloud for many businesses, they should determine the desired certifications and audit/compliance services
during the scoping process.
Managed Services
Colo providers have excelled for many years at economically providing smart hands for server builds, drive and tape
swaps, reboots, cabling, and backup procedures. Further up the services stack, many colo providers now offer private
cloud, welcomed by enterprises seeking cloud-like flexibility without losing physical control of hardware. Enterprises
should determine at the project outset which managed services are most likely to improve overall solution value.
About the Provider
Colo providers vary in size, experience, corporate culture, and financial strength, ranging from local businesses with a
few data centers in a single metro area to larger publicly-traded providers with millions of square feet of capacity
worldwide. Enterprises should determine their specific counterparty requirements, recognizing there can be
advantages to providers across the size spectrum. Many enterprises determine a minimum financial strength or
operational size for colo provider consideration.
Advisor Role in Scoping
Many enterprises engage third-party advisors to help prepare scoping documents for colocation selection projects, and
those advisors also assist with executing the procurement plan. In addition to accelerating the planning process,
experienced advisors can provide scoping templates, example project task timelines, and expert commentary helpful in
obtaining internal concept and budget approvals.
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The well-known real estate adage “location, location, location” underscores the importance of site selection but
doesn’t capture the complexity of factors affecting data center placement.
While many facility issues are important in colo selection, enterprises can advance their colocation selection process
by narrowing their range of choices geographically. Enterprises seeking a new colocation data center can choose among
almost 2,000 U.S. facilities plus another 2,500 internationally. Data center proximity, telecom latency, business
continuity, employee availability, and environmental and economic factors are key in narrowing down colocation
options according to geography.
Proximity to Other Corporate Data Centers
When it comes to colocation, one of the most
common drivers in location selection is proximity to
existing legacy data centers, especially if the
company is relocating existing hardware. Many
enterprises migrate across town from an older onpremises legacy data center into a nearby colo. Such
“forklift moves” are less risky within the same metro
area than cross-country, and existing data center
staff can efficiently coordinate a local move.
Telecom Latency
Network performance is a critical factor in data
center location selection. The functionality of many
enterprise applications degrades if the tolerable
latencies for data sent between corporate data
centers are exceeded. Because latency increases
Proximity to other corporate data centers often affects colo
proportionately to fiber route distance, data transfer
geography selection.
is much faster between nearby cities than distant
ones. For example, roundtrip latency between New
York and Philadelphia (80 miles) is approximately 4 milliseconds (ms), while latency between New York and Denver
(1,600 miles) is around 36 ms. Enterprise application and network teams should determine any latency limitations for
inclusion in the geographic selection process.
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Companies operating an “active-active” data center
platform to decrease their recovery point objective
(RPO) in business continuity planning get much
tighter RPOs when latencies are below 5 ms, which
is usually only achievable within the same or nearby
metro areas.
Enterprises should also verify that required carriers
serve their candidate geographies if there are any
questions about specific network availability.

Telecom network latency affects data center location selection.
Business Continuity
For most enterprises, latency maximum distance concerns run counter to business continuity protocols. Many
businesses seek new colocation placement far enough away (e.g., more than 300 miles) from paired primary data centers
to minimize the risk of a single disruption event simultaneously disabling both facilities.
Site uptime includes both functionality of the data center itself (building structure, electricity, cooling, telecom,
monitoring, etc.) and supporting infrastructure, such as utility feeders and telecom networks. Even a robustly designed
data center that is systemically functioning will suffer crippling downtime if nearby telecom networks are aerial and a
tornado disables all fiber circuits serving the building.
Hazards and Risks
Hurricanes impact utility and telecom network operations across large regions, and many enterprises reject data center
placement in coastal areas from Texas to Florida. Hurricanes present not only wind damage risk to structures and utility
infrastructure but also flood risk when they stall over coastal lowlands for days at a time.
Tornadoes can occur randomly across the central and southern U.S., but most tornadoes only affect a narrow property
path, averaging less than 400 feet wide and 4 miles long. More damaging EF3 to EF5 tornadoes (which comprise only 6%
of all tornadoes as measured on the Enhanced Fujita Scale from EF0 to EF5) have much higher wind speeds and bigger
paths averaging 1,000 feet wide and 17 miles long.
Because many tornado-spawning thunderstorms in
the central U.S. move along a broad path from the
southwest to northeast for hundreds of miles, many
enterprises place two regional data centers across a
90-degree diagonal, with one being southeast of the
other, or place them several hundred miles apart
along a southwest-northeast line.

Enterprises can advance their colocation selection process by
narrowing their range of choices geographically.

Earthquakes impact buildings, utility delivery,
telecom networks, and building structures, but
earthquake-prone
areas have been
widely
researched and identified on the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) seismic risk maps. While data center
buildings can be designed to resist most
earthquakes, enterprises should be concerned that a
major earthquake could disable regional telecom
networks and utilities serving the facility for a
prolonged period.

Wildfires can occur across much of the western U.S., affecting utility transmission lines serving customers near and far,
but only a few colo data centers are near the wooded rural areas most prone to wildfires. Recently, some utilities have
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proactively curtailed electrical service to prevent fires, so users should conduct extra due diligence if considering
placement in wildfire-prone areas.
Disaster and risk maps, related data, and counter-measures are widely published, and experienced third-party advisors
can assist in identifying, quantifying, and ranking locations for risk mitigation.
Regulatory Issues
Enterprises in a handful of highly regulated industries, like financial services or health care, choose data center locations
to satisfy regulatory requirements. Project teams should discuss potential locations early in the process with internal
compliance officers and applicable regulators to define mandatory requirements and any geographic limitations.
Employee Availability
Enterprises have traditionally relied upon skilled IT staff visiting their data centers as needed — an advantage of onpremises and colo placement over public cloud. If your application architecture benefits from on-site staff interaction,
you should factor skilled workforce availability into location selection. Some enterprises seek to improve data center
proximity to affordable workforce availability in cities like Dallas, Atlanta, and Denver. One lesson from the COVID-19
pandemic is the recognition that many applications don’t need IT staff proximity as much as previously believed; the
“server hugger” mentality may diminish in the future.
Going Green
Since data centers consume large quantities of
electricity, many enterprises are replacing older, lessefficient data centers with new colo suites to reduce
their corporate environmental impact. Cool, dry
climates, like Denver and Salt Lake City, offer more
potential free cooling hours per year using air- or
water-side economizers than hot, humid locations,
like Houston or New Orleans. Cooling economization
reduces the data center total electricity load, reflected
in a low PUE.
Colo providers in many locations can choose 100%
renewable or other electricity plans with low carbon
emissions. Many states have deregulated electricity
supplier choice, and while customers don’t choose Solar power is available in many states’ power plans.
their own energy mix within a colo, they can focus their
search on states, like Texas, Ohio, or Illinois, with abundant renewable sourcing and favorable energy mix options.
“ComEd provides reliable electricity service to most of northern Illinois, including the data center hub of metro Chicago,”
said Ed Sitar, manager of economic development for ComEd. “Businesses in our service territory have access to 100%
renewable energy sources through the Illinois competitive supply market and one of the lowest statewide carbon-free
generation portfolios in the country. Data center operators are able to choose an ideal supply plan from over 50 certified
retail energy suppliers.”
Money Talks
Economics materially affect site selection, because some locations are much more affordable than others. Land is scarce
and expensive in California, New York, and New Jersey, and building construction costs are also high in those states, so
most providers pass through those higher costs to customers. Colo rates are typically about 20% lower between the
coasts — in markets, like Dallas, Atlanta, or Phoenix — than the highest-cost metro areas. Users can research the
RSMeans Construction Cost Index to compare regional construction costs, and third-party advisors can provide market
colo rates across many geographies for project planning and budgeting purposes.
Economies of scale in building new colocation data centers also reduce colo rates. In the big six U.S. data center markets
of Northern Virginia; Dallas; Chicago; Phoenix; the Bay Area, and New York/New Jersey, colo providers tend to build
much larger data centers than in smaller metro areas. Construction at “industrialized scale” can decrease colo
occupancy costs by 15% or more compared to smaller builds.
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Labor costs to operate data centers are similarly more expensive in some markets than others, usually in the urban
markets where land is also expensive. Staffing salaries are lower in Kansas City than the Bay Area, and those operating
expense savings are passed along to colo customers.
Utility costs also vary widely by location as a
result of proximity to natural resources and local
regulations. Electricity costs are generally
highest in the northeastern states and California
and lower in the southern, Midwestern, and
mountain states, but a few markets have
exceptionally low electricity prices for other
reasons. Service territories offering hydroelectric
generation have power costs as low as 2.5 cents
per kWh, compared to 9 cents to 13 cents per
kWh in some expensive coastal cities — one
reason Washington and Oregon have attracted
many hyperscale data centers.
Economic Incentives
Economic incentives vary widely among
prospective locations, so it helps to understand the
differences.

Electricity costs vary widely across regions, impacting data center
location selection.

Statutory incentives are available by legislative act with qualifying criteria — you’re either eligible for them, or you’re
not. Negotiated incentives require project-level consent from state or local officials who approve the incentive
availability and valuation. The two most significant types of incentives are sales tax waivers and property tax abatements,
which can apply to real property (land and buildings) or personal property (IT hardware).
Sales tax waivers tend to be statutorily enabled, allowing an enterprise to avoid paying state sales taxes on purchases of
otherwise taxable IT hardware/software and electricity. These waivers often require minimum investments between
$50 million and $250 million by the colo provider. Most sales tax waivers run for seven to 15 years, and hiring thresholds
are sometimes required. Some states, including Virginia, Arizona, and Illinois, allow colocation customers to share these
waivers, while other states allow them only for enterprise-operated data centers. A business budgeting $5 million in
annual hardware and software investments over a 10-year contract at a qualifying colocation facility could avoid $3
million in sales taxes otherwise payable at a 6% state tax rate.
“The State of Arizona passed Computer Data Center (CDC) legislation in 2013 to further encourage investment by data
center colocation and enterprise operators,” said Brad Smidt, senior vice president of business development for the
Greater Phoenix Economic Council. “The legislation allows for a sales tax exemption for owners, operators, and
colocation tenants on qualified equipment used in the data center. With only a $50 million capital investment
requirement in Maricopa County by data center operators, our program is one of the nation’s easiest for qualification.
Arizona’s program allows colocation tenants to participate as well if they commit to at least 500 kW of critical power
capacity.”
Another potential incentive is property tax abatement, where colo operators negotiate a partial reduction of property
taxes on their buildings and pass along those tax savings to customers as lower rent. In some jurisdictions, property tax
abatement is also available on personal property owned by enterprises placed in their colo suites, reducing the tax
burden in those locations. A few states, like Illinois and New York, don’t charge personal property tax at all, giving them
a cost advantage for this specific occupancy expense.
Advisor Role
Many factors affect location selection for colocation data centers, and most information needed for evaluation is
available through online research. However, finding and quantifying the data can be time-consuming and cumbersome,
so many enterprises engage advisors/brokers to assist in the procurement process. Experienced advisors rely upon
decades of experience on similar projects to provide value and overall savings.
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Apple co-founder Steve Jobs said, “Our belief was that if we kept putting great products in front of customers, they
would continue to open their wallets.”
Jobs thought customers would seek out products and services from companies that innovate, and that is certainly true
— even in terms of colocation facilities. But, with roughly 2,000 colos just in the U.S., many of which offer innovative
improvements over earlier data center generations, how do you choose?
Starting the Search
Enterprises seeking a new colocation suite will typically down-select four to six candidates for further consideration in
preparation for sending them a request for proposal. To identify the most suitable colo candidates, many users begin
with a simple web search referencing the desired
geographical locations.
Websites, like www.datacentermap.com, list the
majority of colo facilities; IT consultant Gartner
provides guidance to its clients on colocation
providers; and many industry professionals consult
fellow members of trade groups, such as AFCOM, for
provider referrals. Third-party data center
procurement advisors compile detailed information
on candidate facilities during this phase of the
project.

Narrowing the List
To shortlist the options, users generally evaluate colo candidates on 12 attributes, including capacity, reliability,
efficiency, telecom, risk avoidance, managed services, financial stability, expertise, and costs. Factors most important
to some enterprises, such as low cost or cloud direct-connect circuit availability, may be less important to others who
might be focused on scalability or cooling density instead. Users must prioritize features and benefits when downselecting candidate facilities for further consideration.
Capacity
One of the first qualifiers for many enterprises is capacity. Customers seeking more than 1 MW of critical power or nonshared suites with dedicated infrastructure may find only a few providers that have the available space and power
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deliverable on the project timeline, especially in smaller metro areas. For example, only two colos in Nashville have 1
MW installed and currently available, but 16 colos in Dallas-Fort Worth have at least that much capacity available, if not
more.
Scalability
Scalability to meet future needs is important because a key advantage of the colocation delivery model is the ability to
add capacity when needed without paying for it up front. For example, an enterprise might initially occupy a private
suite with 100 cabinets requiring 600 kW of critical
power and then add 50 more cabinets needing an
additional 400 kW in two years. Smart users want
facilities that can accommodate growth in both space
and power over the planned occupancy period.
Many recently constructed colocation buildings
include vacant shell space ready for future installation
of additional data halls, while others feature adjacent
land ready for building expansions. Other colo facilities
feature systemic designs supporting modular
increases in critical power and cooling to densify
existing suites without disrupting high-reliability
operations. In contrast, many older colo data centers
aren’t physically or systemically expandable and can’t
easily meet growth needs.

Adjacent shell space ready for future data hall installation
provides rapid scalability.

“When procuring a colocation provider, look to an organization that can empower your IT today and into tomorrow,”
said Ryan Mallory, chief operating officer of colocation services at Flexential. “That means not just a spot in a data center
but someone who has a network of data centers, cloud capabilities, connectivity to your customers wherever they are,
and the ability to help you design a business continuity plan not only for what you need today but also provide
preparedness for the unknowns to come. “At Flexential,” he continued, “we are expanding our data centers by adding
power and additional services to our footprint to go beyond the four walls to help partner with our customers to prepare
for the future.”
Reliability
Many large enterprises require extreme data center reliability, whether on-premises or in a colocation setting. Those
users may limit consideration to colo facilities incorporating concurrently maintainable design principles or facilities
with a Tier III certification from the Uptime Institute.
Many older and smaller colo data centers do not have
concurrently maintainable critical systems and
would likely be deemed Tier I or II facilities if formally
rated.

Concurrently maintainable UPS modules enhance facility
reliability.

In vetting colo candidates, users should ask
prospective providers if their designs conform to
specific Uptime tiers and verify those provider claims
later during proposal due diligence. Many modern
colocation facilities have better systemic reliabilities
and more comprehensive DCIM monitoring systems
than the typical 25-year-old, on-premises data
center that is being vacated, which can be noted in
your project’s internal approval presentation.

Utility Delivery
Redundant electricity utility feeders support high reliability in modern colos. Enterprises should ask providers if their
data centers are fed by multiple mid-voltage utility feeders originating at different substations or dual feeders
originating at different transformers within the same substation — both are superior to single-feeder designs.
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Furthermore, users can ask if municipal water is delivered into the colo data center using two independently valved
service lines and if the facility has a reserve water makeup tank installed.
Cooling Densities/Technologies
Enterprises embracing hyperconverged infrastructure and AI applications seek data centers for high-density
deployments of 20 to 50 kW per cabinet. Many newer colo facilities can easily host 20 kW per cabinet and can cool 30
to 50 kW per cabinet using hot- or cold-aisle containment and enhanced airflow management. Most Fortune 1000
companies deploy hardware averaging only 8 to 15 kW per cabinet, which is well within design parameters for almost all
modern colo facilities. Users should ask prospective providers up front about maximum cooling densities and thermal
monitoring tools and then down-select candidates with appropriate cooling designs.
Efficiency and PUE
Enterprises worldwide are reducing their environmental impact and using less data center power supports that
objective while reducing costs. New cooling designs in modern data centers have helped reduce PUE, which is the ratio
of total power consumed at the data center to the critical power used by computing equipment. For reference, data
centers built in 2005 had an average PUE of 1.5, but many modern colo facilities have PUEs ranging from 1.15 to 1.35.
Colo providers often promote a low design PUE at full occupancy, so users should ask about actual PUE achieved at
lower occupancies, since many facilities operate at only 40% to 80% of total design load during early lease-up years.
Many enterprises can note during internal project approvals that they are migrating out of old corporate data centers
with PUEs of 1.6 to 2.2 into much more efficient colo facilities. Users can also ask providers if their data centers consume
electricity generated from renewable sources.
Telecom Connectivity
Interconnection is one of the most significant drivers in colo facility selection. Users may require a specific legacy carrier
or seek dark fiber strands for dedicated use connecting to other corporate data centers, limiting their colo provider
options.
Many enterprises now seek direct-connect circuits to accelerate migration into public cloud platforms or decrease the
latency of data transfers into cloud installations. Other users seek colocations with multi-cloud interfaces, like
Megaport, or peering arrangements into international internet exchanges like DE-CIX. Users should ask prospective
providers for a description of all telecom network options serving their facilities and use the information to down-select
colo finalists.
“DataBank’s data center-evolved model helps enterprises with diverse or changing IT infrastructure needs design an
adaptive solution,” said JP Laqueur, senior vice president of DataBank. “We operate 20 data centers in nine markets with
numerous private cloud nodes and on-ramps to public cloud platforms via Megaport. This allows our customers to
strategically locate workloads on whichever infrastructure platform best meets their needs: dedicated colocation for
compliance or latency sensitivity, private cloud for fully managed security capabilities, or access to public cloud for
scalability and burstability.”
Site Hazards/Risks
Part 2 in this series discussed area-wide risks, like earthquakes and hurricanes, that affect site selection. When downselecting prospective colo facilities, users should also research site-specific hazards like flood zones, hazardous
materials proximity, or risky base building conditions.
 Colocation data centers should be located outside 100and 500-year flood plains, which can be researched
using Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
flood maps.
 To minimize hazardous material explosion risk, colos
should be at least 0.2 miles away from freight railroad
rights of way (ROWs), and at least 300 feet from major
interstate highways — a shorter distance for highways
since fuel trucks carry much smaller quantities of
hazmats than rail tankers.
 Proximity to petroleum and natural gas transmission
pipelines is not recommended; pipeline locations are
listed
on
the National
Pipeline
Mapping
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System website. Calculating minimum distances for this risk are complicated since the transported materials,
pipeline sizes, and line pressures vary widely.
Colo data centers should not be near dangerous industrial sites, like chemical plants and fertilizer warehouses, and
fire departments can often provide data on nearby hazardous materials storage.
Enterprises generally avoid placement of data centers within 1 mile of refineries or within 20 miles of nuclear power
plants, whose locations are listed on the Department of Energy website.
Data centers near major airports are not preferred, and flight paths and frequencies are available from most airport
noise control offices. Interestingly, three of the most concentrated data center clusters in the U.S. are located near
major airports in northern Virginia, Chicago, and the Bay Area, and one data center operator even purchased “inside
the fence” land from an airport board for a new data center campus.
While rare for new colo facilities, some older data centers are located in multitenant office buildings near downtown
carrier hotels. If evaluating a colo within a multistory building, users should ask providers about locations of any
water and sewer lines on floors above the data center and review access to chases for fiber, power, and other
utilities supporting critical systems equipment. Users can also ask about exterior wall and roof uplift wind ratings if
considering a location in a tornado-prone area.

Managed Services
Many leading colocation providers have expanded their menus of managed services, adding compliance processes and
tools to assist enterprises with executing a hybrid colo/cloud strategy and supplementing basic smart hands, which
have been provided for years. Colo providers now offer cloud migration tools and private cloud, helpful to enterprises
seeking cloud-like flexibility without losing physical control of hardware.
Because the breadth and competency in services vary widely by provider, enterprises should determine which optional
services are most desirable and seek providers skilled at delivering them. Mid-sized colo providers often offer more
specialized managed services than the largest hyperscale colo providers.
Provider Financial Strength
Many enterprises rate prospective colocation providers on their financial strength, since providers going out of business
can be hugely disruptive to ongoing operations. Luckily, colo business failures are very rare. Six of the largest colocation
providers in the U.S. (Equinix, Digital Realty, CoreSite, CyrusOne, QTS, and Switch) are publicly traded, so their quarterly
financial statements are public record and can be easily analyzed.
The privately held national colocation providers are also well-funded and prepared to confidentially share
documentation verifying financial strength. Most colocation providers have minimal debt, but prudent users should still
confirm appropriate financial stability during the candidate selection process.
Experience and Expertise
Most colocation providers have successfully operated data centers for 10 to 20 years with impressive reliability records.
Some providers have hired operations managers previously employed for 20-plus years at Fortune 500 companies,
bringing valuable professional experience. Enterprises evaluating colo providers should interview the facility-level
managers running the data centers under consideration.
Customers seeking multiple sites or large, non-shared colo suites can also contact the provider’s senior leadership to
get a sense of the company’s strategic direction. Evaluation of operational expertise and the cultural “fit” between
customer and colo provider can affect the selection of candidate facilities.
Costs
Many enterprises narrow their list of prospective providers as a function of occupancy costs, so it can be beneficial to
get preliminary pricing from providers. Occupancy rates can vary by 25% between competing providers within a single
metro area — even more if comparing costs with interconnect providers in carrier hotels, which tend to be more
expensive than suburban facilities. New colocation facilities built to an industrial-scale on large suburban sites tend to
have lower occupancy costs in dollars per kW per month than smaller facilities.
Colo providers hesitate to provide preliminary pricing outside of a request for proposal or without a detailed discussion
around the customer’s needs. Understandably, providers don’t want their quoted rates to be shared with other
providers, and they seek the opportunity to personally describe ways they can offer the best overall solution to the
customer.
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However, enterprises can still get ballpark pricing by communicating a brief summary of their needs (required space
and power, planned growth, contract duration, desired managed services, etc.) with a colo provider representative. The
resulting pricing guidance may be a range of rates and will be subject to negotiation during the selection process. Thirdparty advisors can also provide preliminary pricing estimates and qualitative commentary about providers to assist with
the down-selection process.
Research and Advisors
Researching the available colocation options to select finalist candidates can be very time-consuming, especially for
project team members who are already busy with their regular jobs. Many enterprises engage advisors experienced in
data center procurement to improve project due diligence, conserve the project team’s time, accelerate project
execution, and prepare exhibits for internal project approval presentations.
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Motivational speaker Anthony Robbins once offered the wisdom that questions provide the key. “Successful people
ask better questions, and, as a result, they get better answers,” he said.
Analogous to his comment, a strategic request for proposal (RFP) process will provide the crucial information needed to
properly evaluate and compare colocation candidates, lead to the selection of the optimal solution, and create the
leverage needed for the subsequent contract negotiation phase. The RFP process combines distinct phases, including
obtaining nondisclosure agreements, preparing the RFP documents, distributing RFPs to selected candidates, and
answering questions about project requirements.
Maintaining Confidentiality
The RFP process typically begins with the
execution of a mutual nondisclosure
agreement (MNDA) with each of the
prospective colocation providers, protecting
both the enterprise customer and the
provider
against
the
unauthorized
distribution of confidential information
during and after the project. The customer’s
legal counsel should prepare an MNDA for
delivery to the prospective colo providers.
The MNDA draft should be relatively impartial
to avoid lengthy negotiations between the
parties’ counsels at the outset of the
procurement process.

How Many Candidates?
Most enterprises that have carefully defined their needs and the preferred geographies for their data center placement
distribute four to six RFPs to prospective providers. Choosing fewer recipients often leads to what is known as the "fear
of missing out” (FOMO) — on a better deal. Choosing a larger number of candidates tends to introduce too many variables
that are difficult to reconcile in ranking the proposed solutions unless the user has valid reasons to choose multiple
geographies or delivery paths that are not yet determined before distributing the RFP.
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Similar to the axiom “measure twice; cut once,” users should prioritize their requirement specifications during project
scoping (the subject of the first article in this series), then select the candidates that can best meet those needs for RFP
delivery.
"A strategic request for proposal (RFP) process will provide the crucial information needed to properly evaluate and
compare colocation candidates, lead to the selection of the optimal solution, and create the leverage needed for the
subsequent contract negotiation phase."
Timing
Most enterprises with colocation requirements seeking a private cage or suite delivering up to 1 MW of critical power
and standard managed services should allow about three weeks from RFP issuance to receipt of the proposal. Larger,
more complicated deployments involving multiple, iterative rounds of questions and answers can stretch the RFP
process to four to six weeks. Users should request clarification questions from the prospective providers within one
week after distributing the RFP, and project team members should be ready to respond quickly with clear answers that
encourage an accurate — and competitive — proposal. If questions identify an obviously unclear request in the proposal,
users should respond with a clarification answer to all colo candidates to which an RFP was submitted.
RFP Templates
The project team should designate one member to coordinate the preparation of RFP documents while also seeking
input from the team. RFP templates are widely available on the internet and can serve as a starting point in the process,
but they tend to be relatively generic and not tailored to enterprise-class data center projects. Comprehensive IT
consultants, like Gartner, can also provide RFP templates to their subscriber clients.
“The RFP is a clearly defined way to get what should be consistent answers from several providers to whatever questions
are most important to you,” said Bob Gill, research vice president for Gartner. “I’d suggest starting with more questions
than you may feel you need. You can always pay less attention to certain answers, but you are not likely to get another
opportunity to get the 'official' answer in exactly the
same context again.” Providers are inclined to be
more competitive in their initial responses to each
specification outlined in the RFP knowing they are
subject to elimination when competing with other
providers. Later in the process, they are less inclined
to agree to favorable contract language on terms not
clearly addressed in the initial proposal. Enterprises
can also engage specialist data center procurement
advisors who have developed detailed RFP templates
on hundreds of comparable transactions. These
templates can be modified to suit each client’s
particular needs and can range anywhere from 10 to
30 pages.
Project team input creates a more comprehensive RFP document,
addressing all needs identified during project scoping.
RFP Functions
Most RFPs serve two main functions: introducing the user’s needs and asking for a detailed proposal of services to meet
those needs. In a world where sometimes “every hammer sees a nail,” it can be helpful to first explain the enterprise
user’s data center challenges and then define the detailed requirements. This invites colo providers to be innovative in
proposing solutions to meet the customer’s needs.
For example, a user could disclose an overall plan to procure a 1,000-kW private colocation suite for a seven-year period
during which its power needs will increase by 40% in year three when an on-premises data center is decommissioned
followed by shrinkage of 10% per year thereafter as applications are moved to a public cloud. This detail should prompt
each colo provider to reply with creative solutions to reduce upfront build-out costs or ongoing occupancy costs yet
provide contracting and managed services flexibility.
Ask for initial physical space to meet expansion needs over five to 10 years. If significant expansion or shrinkage in space
or power over the primary contract term is required, it should be stated clearly upfront. If the colocation candidates
have large buildings or campuses and your computing architecture allows aggregation of multiple suites or cage spaces,
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you can request less dedicated physical space upfront for future growth if the initial suite can be supplemented by
optional expansion space. Include “swing space” for the installation of phased hardware before older gear is
decommissioned and moved out.
The desired quantities of critical power and related
cooling should be stated for each year of the initial
contract term and renewal option periods, along with
specifications around systemic redundancies and
intended reliabilities for the planned facility. Any
required or preferred certifications should be
specified too. The desired contract term and related
renewal option periods should be outlined, as well as
key terminology definitions to be used during the
proposal process. Potential contract flexibility, such
as multilocation migrations or space-to-services
shifting, should be requested if desired.
Telecom networks, including the number of
redundant carriers, any specific carriers, and dark
RFPs should verify adequate cooling capacity for current and
fiber services should be described. Any desired cloud future needs given projected growth in cabinet densities.
direct-connect circuits, multi-cloud interfaces (like
Megaport), or international peering arrangements should also be specified.
Requesting the Proposal
While discussing all aspects of RFP content is beyond the scope of this article, the RFP should seek answers and
supporting information to the following general questions.
Physical Space
 How large (in square footage and number of cabinet positions) and where within the data center is the suite or cage
proposed for the project?
 Will cabinets be placed on a raised or slab floor? If raised, what is the height?
 How will the suite or cage be demised (hard wall, plexiglass, metal caging, etc.)?
 What office areas are proposed for customers' on-site staff, if specified for the project?
 What is the base building construction (e.g., concrete tilt-panels), and does the colo provider occupy the entire
building?
Reliability
 Has a tier certification from Uptime Institute been obtained for the data center? If not, what tier does the colo
provider feel most closely conforms to the facility design?
 Since many enterprises seek Tier III reliability, are there colocation data center design principles or systemic
redundancies incompatible with concurrent maintainability?
“vXchnge maintains greater than seven nines of
uptime reliability, and most of our sites have 100%
uptime with over seven years in business operating
these data centers” said Ernest Sampera, chief
marketing officer, vXchnge. “What's important is
how and what does the data center provider do to
maintain this audited availability record? Ask about
maintenance operating procedures [MOPs] and
standard operating principles ... which answers the
'how?' Many colos provide space and power, but few
have published reliability uptime metrics, which
should be reviewed and built into the RFP process.”

RFPs should ask about types of suite or caging walls demising
customer premises.
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Electrical
 What are major electrical system component redundancies, starting with utility and flowing downstream to power
distribution units?
 Are all common distribution circuits supported (single- and three-phase from 20- to 100-A sizes)?
 What UPS module size is utilized?
 If N+x UPS architecture is the standard design throughout the data center, can full-suite customers obtain 2N UPS
as an available alternative for a surcharge?
Cooling
 What is the maximum electrical density available to all cabinets across an entire suite or cage as requested in the
RFP if equally populated (distributed maximum density) or for only 10 to 20 adjacent high-density cabinets within a
larger cage/suite (cabinet maximum density)?
 Is cold- or hot-aisle containment available?
 Is computation fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling available for the anticipated load deployment? (If your cabinet max
density exceeds 20 kW, request a CFD model from the provider.)
 Can cooling density be increased incrementally later in the contract?
Efficiency
 What is the design PUE at approximately 80% capacity utilization?
 What is the current actual PUE in the data center as well as the physical occupancy and load utilization factor?
Monitoring
 What DCIM tools are used at the data center, and, of those, which offer customers remote visibility into operating
conditions within their suite?
Certifications and Compliance
 Which third-party certifications have been obtained for the data center?
 What audit and compliance assistance programs are available?
 Is an annual quantity of compliance staff time included in the colo proposal, and how are additional hours charged
to the customer?
Managed Services
 What managed services are available to be performed by the colo provider’s personnel, and which ones are available
from on-site third-party subcontractors? (If your needs include specific managed services, ask about them.)
Telecom
 Which lit local loop fiber providers serve the data center?
 Are any dark fiber options installed to the meet me room or located in adjacent streets?
 Are any public cloud direct-connect circuits installed for customer use?
 Are any software-defined telecom platforms, like Megaport, or international peering exchanges available for
customer use?
Operating History
 What events of downtime have occurred at the proposed facility during the prior three years, and can you discuss
the remedial actions taken following those events?
 What are the key service level agreement (SLA) metrics and the proposed compensation for performance breaches?
Colo Provider
 Provide a brief history of the provider and a summary of its financial condition.
 Provide a brief professional bio for the provider’s on-site operational managers (general manager, electrical,
mechanical, telecom, etc.)
 Who are the colo provider’s C-level executives?
 What are the provider’s unique competitive advantages, especially those most valuable to the customer given its
explanation of project needs?
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Security
 What physical design elements and operational security policies protect the data center?
Hazards/Risks
 Are any hazards/risks located within the specified minimum distances established during project scoping, such as
freight railroads within .2 miles of the data center?
 What is the lateral and roof uplift wind rating for the base building?
 If located in a seismically active area, to what seismic resistance was the building designed?
Utilities
 Which electrical utility provides last-mile service to the data center?
 In states allowing deregulated choice of suppliers, which electricity generators can serve the data center, and what
rate plans and energy mixes are available?
Financial Terms
 What are proposed monthly recurring charges (MRC) for all line-item services (critical power, space, telecom
interconnects, distribution circuits, etc.), including any future rate increases?
 How will MRC rates change if the customer optionally increases or decreases its quantities of space and power in
future contract years? (Proposed pricing for future growth and shrinkage can yield significant insight into the
provider’s variable costs, helpful to a skilled contract negotiator.)
 What reimbursements are proposed for upfront, non-recurring charges (NRC), and are any waivers available as a
“signing incentive”?
 Are any sales tax or personal property ad valorem tax incentives approved at the data center, and do those flow
through to colo customers of the size requested in the RFP?
Addenda to the RFP
 The RFP should request that many of the
provider’s standard documents are provided as
addenda for review, including the proposed
colocation contract, sales order form, service
level agreement, and description of standard
operating procedures.
 Diagrams of the campus site plan and building
floor plan indicating the proposed premises,
including expansion areas, example cabinet
layout within the customer’s suite, electrical
one-line drawing for the data center, mechanical
flow diagram for the cooling system, and copies
of major certifications (SSAE18, PCI-DSS, etc.),
should also be requested.
 Several existing customer references should also
be requested.

RFPs should ask about security infrastructure controlling
access onto the property and into customer suites.

Clarifying Proposal Terms
Following receipt of the proposals, users should promptly seek clarification of open questions or ambiguous answers in
the proposal. If replies prompt additional questions that should be asked to multiple candidates, those follow-up
requests should be made quickly while relevant data is fresh on all participants’ minds.
Advisor Role
Conducting the RFP process can be very time-consuming. However, it is a critical phase of the colo procurement process
because the project requirements are translated into colo provider solutions at this point. Many enterprises engage
advisors experienced in data center selection to streamline the procurement process, strategically capture key
information to optimize colo selection, and create negotiating leverage to significantly reduce contract costs –
potentially by millions.
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British statesman Winston Churchill once wrote that “True genius resides in the capacity for evaluation of uncertain,
hazardous, and conflicting information.”
He understood that good decision-making requires careful analysis of both third-party prepared information and selfdeveloped research, which is exactly what evaluating a colo proposal entails.
This article assumes that enterprises have recently distributed requests for proposals to several colo providers (as
discussed in Part 4 of this 6-Part series that outlines, from start to finish, the process of colocation selection and
procurement), and they are now reviewing the submitted proposals.
Key Questions
At its most fundamental level, evaluating colocation
proposals involves comparing providers’ responses against
your organizational needs, as defined during the scoping
process, and usually involves confirming four fundamental
questions.
1. Can the provider supply the space and power on the
desired timeline in a facility that meets the reliability
requirements?
2. Is the proposed solution flexible to meet the user’s
requirements as they evolve over the next few years?
3. Is the provider competent in managing their facility and
delivering services for a fair price?
4. Are there any “deal killer” hazards or risks, such as an
adjacent, potentially explosive fertilizer plant or a base
building with insufficient seismic resistance in an earthquake-prone area?
The Deeper Dive
Beyond these fundamental questions are the more nuanced elements of evaluating the proposals, facilities, and
providers. Sophisticated enterprises dive deeper to choose the optimal solution. Especially in the current colocation
marketplace, where there may be many well-qualified providers with shiny new buildings, this process usually involves
evaluating numerous additional topics in more detail.
“One of greatest dangers of colo selection is not viewing the solutions holistically; that is, to optimize the selection solely
from the perspective of either space and power or networking, security, cloud access, managed services, etc.” said Bob
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Gill, research vice president for Gartner. “Involve people from related parts of the business to participate in question
generation as well as vetting the responses when they come in. We use a template that includes these many perspectives
to ensure we don’t optimize, say, for cost at the detriment of feature flexibility or future cloud plans.”
Supplemental Information
Comprehensive analysis begins with clarifying the submitted proposals. Prudent users should prepare detailed followup questions to address any responses that lack specificity or are ambiguous. Users can also request copies of
supplemental drawings, exhibits, or photos if needed to better understand the colo data center designs and capabilities.
This is not the time to gloss over missing or vague information, as overlooking a deficiency at this point in the process
could be costly later.
Tours and Interviews
Facility tours are an important part of the selection process. Despite improvements in “virtual tours” following the onset
of COVID, enterprises should tour and closely scrutinize the finalist data centers to verify that facility designs and
deliverability meet project needs. Facility tours also offer
the opportunity to meet and evaluate the colo providers’
personnel responsible for effectively providing the data
center solution sought for the project.
Users should ask questions about the providers’
standard operating procedures (SOPs) to verify that
planned practices conform to the proposals received
and confirm that facility managers fully understand and
implement those tasks with the experience and
knowledge required for the job. Ask for a demonstration
of monitoring systems in the NOC, and watch how the
on-site team responds to impromptu questions about
nonstandard situations that often arise in the
management of any critical facility. Honesty and
responsiveness in handling reasonable questions are
essential.

Data center tours offer the opportunity to ask questions
about facility infrastructure and providers’ SOPs.

Users are also encouraged to request some informal socializing with the provider’s team to get to know them, such as a
shared lunch in the break room or a community beverage at the end of the tour day. Some enterprises seek a buttoneddown, military-like posture from the provider’s team, while others seek a more congenial “let’s work it out together”
model. Personality compatibility goes far toward fostering a good long-term working relationship.
Densities and Private Suites
While average cabinet density is about 9 kW, 16% of most commonly deployed new cabinet densities for enterprises
exceed 20 kW according to a recent industry survey. Prescient users should therefore confirm the maximum cooling
capacity for both a pod of 20 to 40 adjacent high-density cabinets and the entire proposed customer premises. It’s also
important to ask providers what containment systems are employed and, if cabinets consuming more than 30 kW are
planned, what specialty heat rejection options, such as rear-door liquid cooling, are available.
Many large enterprises are seeking dedicated colocation suites and should therefore ask if a dedicated private suite
(rather than cage space in a multi-customer data hall) is available with dedicated electrical and cooling systems that are
not shared with other customers.
Is There Room to Grow — or Shrink?
As enterprises plan their migrations out of legacy, on-premises data centers into a combination of colocation and cloud
environments, many users are seeking flexible solutions that can evolve to meet their needs. Facility closures and public
cloud adoption don’t necessarily happen at the same time, which is why astute users should choose colo facilities that
offer both expansion and contraction rights.
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Some colocation campuses with many data suites
across adjacent buildings accommodate modular
growth and contraction more easily than others. In
the largest markets, multiple colo data centers have
available suites with ample power scalability for
future densification. However, in some of the tighter
markets (like Los Angeles) and mid-sized metro
areas, there may be only one or two colocation
providers that can immediately provide sufficient
space and power for current needs plus future
expansion options.

Users requiring private suites and non-shared infrastructure should
evaluate access controls and dedicated critical systems availability.
Environmental Awareness
Many corporate users are focusing on global environmental impact, including C-Suite scrutiny into data center
efficiency and carbon-footprint impact. While cutting-edge cooling designs have significantly lowered PUE ratios, users
should verify the actual measurements at operational facilities under realistic load scenarios and seek contractual
guarantees of claimed PUE metrics. For example, some colocations promote a PUE of 1.25 while assuming 90% utilization
of design capacity, while actual loads are running at 40 to 70% of capacity and delivering weaker PUEs, closer to 1.45.
Many public-facing corporations are also focused on the energy source for their electricity, so leading data center
operators should be quizzed about the availability of 100% renewable (or mostly renewable) power plans, which are now
only 3 to 10% more expensive than traditional mix plans in most regions.
Reliability
Corporate users frequently seek uptime improvements when migrating from older, self-operated data centers. While
many colo providers claim 100% uptime in their marketing materials, wise users should review critical systems designs
at finalist colo facilities to assess the realism of lofty uptime goals. Users should review electrical one-line drawings to
verify redundant power paths from the utility handoff to the cabinet and engage outside consulting engineers to assess
those designs if necessary.
Providers’ claims that their facilities comply with
industry-standard
design
tiers,
like
those
promulgated by the Uptime Institute, should be
scrutinized. While many new colo data centers
incorporate
concurrently
maintainable
infrastructure principles, most colo facilities do not
have formal tier certifications. Some colos with one
tier design deviation — usually elected to reduce
construction or operating costs — would preclude
obtaining a higher tier certification unless modified.
The Uptime Institute is clear that there is no such
thing as “almost Tier III,” so users should confirm the
exact critical systems designs being proposed.

Facility scorings and rankings should evaluate if critical
systems redundancies support required uptime metrics.

SLAs and Reliability
Colocation proposals include service level agreement (SLA) metrics and compensation for missing performance
thresholds. In evaluating proposals, SLA performance terms should mirror the uptime claims of the provider. Savvy users
recognize SLA credits are, at best, weak compensation for reliability problems, as they rarely come close in value to the
operational and reputational costs of outages — 24% of which were rated severe, serious, or significant in a recent user
survey. “Give me more downtime so I can get the credits,” said no data center manager ever.
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Users should review data on historical downtime events at the proposed facility during the previous three years to learn
if real-world performance mirrors the provider’s uptime claims. Further, this inquiry encourages the provider to
demonstrate how they learn from mistakes and gives insight into their willingness to adjust procedures to prevent future
incidents.
Telecom
Telecom interconnectivity is one of the most valuable benefits of colocation occupancy, since many colo facilities have
far more network choices than the average legacy, on-premises data center. Because interconnectivity and cloud
adoption are becoming critical to most enterprise users, they should seek confirmation of available telecom options in
four important ways.
Evaluate the number and true redundancy of lit fiber optic networks “on net” in the colocation meet-me room by
verifying that each lit provider has its own last-mile entrance onto the colo property, plus redundant intra-city networks
connecting back to the long-haul interconnects at the local carrier hotel.
If dark fiber is desired to connect directly to specific
carrier POPs in local carrier hotels to reduce costs,
verify the dark fiber options adjacent to each colo
facility.
Inquire if cloud connection circuits like AWS Direct
Connect or Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute are
installed and available. Users can also ask if the
public cloud providers have leased space on the colo
campuses under consideration, which can ease
future migration into public cloud — and back from
cloud if unbudgeted costs are too high — by
procuring colo at those locations.
If software-defined network (SDN) platforms are
Cloud direct-connect circuits are available at many
desired, users should verify their on-site availability,
colocation facilities.
especially if multi-cloud adoption or ultra-fast 100
Gbps circuits are required. While Megaport indicates more than 700 “enabled” data centers worldwide, only about 60%
of those are considered “installed,” so users should understand exactly what SDN options are available now.
Users should evaluate candidates on available redundant network carriers, dark fiber options, cloud direct-connect
circuits, and software-defined networks.
Managed Services
Almost all colo providers offer basic smart hands services like reboots, cable or tape swaps, and server builds. More
comprehensive managed services vary widely by location and provider. While some of the largest national data center
providers supply large colo suites very affordably, they often lag behind mid-sized providers in tailoring managed
services to meet specific customer needs.
Enterprises requiring advanced managed services, especially for private cloud, disaster recovery as-a-service tools, or
security solutions (like denial-of-service mitigation), should carefully vet the providers’ expertise in providing those
services. Some colo providers deliver managed services executed by their own badged staff, while others bring in thirdparty firms to more effectively deliver managed services, which can reduce “one-throat-to-choke” service-provider
accountability.
Because control, audit, and compliance are often cited as due diligence categories favoring colocation over public cloud,
users with specific concerns around those topics should verify the services proposed to address their concerns as
delineated in the RFP. Users in highly regulated industries, like financial services, health care, energy, and utilities,
should inquire about references as well as specific audit and compliance programs related to their industries.
Seeking Stability
Users should determine if there are any financial stability risks for prospective colo providers. Several of the largest
providers are publicly traded, so their quarterly financial statements can be easily reviewed. Most other national
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providers also have manageable debt levels — in many cases having raised hundreds of millions in equity to fund their
data center portfolio growth.
Local and regional colo providers often warrant further study, even though colo providers rarely go out of business.
Review each provider’s financial statements as provided in their proposals, engaging internal financial analysts to assist
in underwriting the financial strength of the provider if necessary. Discerning users should also evaluate the industry
experience of the colo provider’s senior management.
Dollars Making Sense?
No evaluation of colocation proposals is complete without a detailed financial analysis of costs. Enter the proposed lineitem costs for space, retail power circuits, cross-connects, managed services, and other miscellaneous fees into a
multiyear spreadsheet summarizing the aggregate costs for each finalist provider. PUEs and electricity rates vary among
facilities, especially if the candidates are served by different utilities, so metered electricity costs at the planned
consumption levels, increased by the appropriate PUE multiplier, should also be included.
Users should project each candidate’s proposed
economic terms by year over the contract term using
multiple growth scenarios, ideally a “most likely” base
case plus “low-growth” and “high-growth” models. Since
many enterprises are uncertain how much of their
computing might be migrated to public cloud over the
next decade, they should evaluate the relative costs of
different facilities and proposals under differing quantity
models.

Colocation providers have significantly improved DCIM
monitoring implementation.

Experienced advisors can prepare comprehensive
multiyear pricing comparisons across multiple growth
and contraction scenarios, providing valuable tools for
the user’s selection and budget approval processes.
(Additional
strategies
around
colocation
cost
containment and contract negotiations will be discussed
in the final article of this series in next month’s issue.)

Incentives valuation should also be included in a cost comparison, especially when comparing proposals in different
geographies, since applicability and value of sales tax incentives, electricity rebates, or property tax abatements can be
tie-breakers in the decision process. For example, one of the most attractive data center markets in the Chicago area
straddles two counties with significantly varying property tax rates and abatement policies.
Advisor Role
Third-party advisors who are experienced in colocation procurement can provide valuable insight in evaluating
colocation providers and proposals. Experienced advisors understand the relative strengths and weaknesses of various
providers and provide perspective on the providers’ approaches to scalability and problem-solving. In addition to
conserving the project team’s time, advisors can prepare sophisticated scoring and ranking models of colocation
facilities, the providers, and the specific proposals submitted during a project.
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U.S. presidential candidate and IT outsourcing industry founder Ross Perot once remarked, “The devil is in the
details.”
Though he wasn't the first to use this phrase, he repeated it to emphasize that much can go wrong between good ideas
and their implementation. This is especially true in negotiating the nuances of colocation contracts after the parties
have agreed to the most significant business points.
Skillfully negotiating colo contracts involves structuring
both the business and delivery terms to meet your
needs, but the final contract must capture those terms
in clear, enforceable language. The straightforward part
of contract negotiation involves checking the draft of the
colo provider’s contract against their proposed solutions
as detailed in their proposal, which was discussed in Part
5 of this series.
Most colocation contracts delineate the size of the
physical space; how much critical power will be
provided; and the key critical systems redundancies
delivering the power, cooling, monitoring, and other
facility management services. If the contract includes
detailed technical descriptions, engage your engineering
staff to review those contract documents.
Contract Components
Colocation contracts usually involve a master contract along with three to eight addenda, which may include the sales
order, rules and regulations governing use of the premises, diagrams of the physical premises, and specifications for the
supporting infrastructure like electrical distribution circuits. Complex contracts may include a delivery schedule
indicating the work the colo provider will perform to prepare the cage or suite for the customer. One of the most
important addenda is a service level agreement (SLA) to indicate the uptime metrics the colo provider agrees to deliver
and quantify the compensation due to customers for failure to meet those metrics.
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“We strive to state clearly in the contract the ways
we can help customers benefit from new IT
infrastructure solutions, incorporating flexibility
into the overall services package,” said Mitch
Fonseca, senior vice president and general manager
of data center services for Cyxtera. “Colocation
providers must also display an understanding for
new innovations that are likely to disrupt or displace
current offerings and deliver reliable solutions to
store, transport, and secure data across a global
footprint.”

Colo providers can decrease incremental capacity costs when
adding more power and cooling to existing data halls.
Legal Review
Inform your corporate legal team several weeks before you expect to receive the contract, so an in-house attorney can
schedule time to review the documents upon receipt. While most corporate attorneys are experienced in reviewing
contract documents, few are knowledgeable in the particulars of colocation contracts. Users will typically benefit from
engaging outside counsel with experience specific to colocation contracts to review the contracts as a supplement to
your in-house counsel’s review.
“Colocation contracts are a unique hybrid of a physical premises lease and a services agreement where the customer
requires sophisticated facility management and telecom services in addition to the right to occupy a fully constructed
data center suite — both are necessary for successful colo center use.” said Jim Grice, partner at international law firm
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner. “As an experienced specialist in reviewing colocation contracts, I work cooperatively with
corporate clients’ internal legal teams to ensure rights unique for data center use — but not widely understood by most
general counsels — are fully captured in the contract. We’re an additional set of eyes to make sure the contract fairly
protects the user.”
Don’t Overcommit (… and Overspend)
Because overcommitment to space and power is
the single biggest source of overspending on
colocation contracts, prudent colo users are
advised to carefully project space and power
requirements to avoid overcommitting unless
there are compelling reasons to believe growth
will occur during the contract period.
Users should forecast the most likely power
usage over the next 10 years, recognizing that
forecasting power loads more than a few years in
advance is imprecise, frequently due to planned
migrations from legacy data centers into a
combination of cloud and colocation.

Users should estimate future space and power needs to reduce
the likelihood of over-commitment and over-spending.

Static and Dynamic Capacity
Users can integrate flexibility for future capacity in their contracts by initially committing within the lower half of the
range of anticipated load if coupled with contractual rights to add space or power in future years. Many colo providers
will offer various expansion rights if they are reasonable in quantities and pricing structure. Expansion options can
include adding power and cooling to an existing suite, expanding physically into adjacent suites if available, and a ”right
of first refusal” to expand into suites in future buildings planned on a large data center campus.
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Resourceful users should seek multiple options for expansion and may even reserve adjacent suites in shell condition
for future build-out by paying a modest reservation fee until critical systems are installed into the expansion space at
the user’s option. The user should obtain the right to release
the space reservation at a future date, which will terminate
future fee payments.
As importantly, users should also seek contraction rights,
which sometimes require modest fees to exercise but offer
valuable options to reduce costs if your needs shrink
dramatically due to a merger or an accelerated cloud
deployment. Users should incorporate creativity into
seeking bundles of expansion and contraction rights, and
experienced colo procurement advisors can often assist in
structuring these terms.

Get flexible expansion options to cover future growth
needs.
Flexibility
Users can also incorporate flexibility into their capacity planning by adding expansion rights not only in the initial data
center but also into other existing (or future) data centers operated by the provider — such as international data centers
— or locations with lower utility or telecom rates, reduced latency, or better suitability for business continuity. Flexibility
can also be created through spend-shift to other services like private cloud, that can add value to the overall deployment
plan.
Itemizing the Costs
For each provider’s proposal received, get a
detailed itemization of fixed and variable costs
for space, power, interconnection circuits,
services, and the proportionate reduction in
those costs if you reduce your space and
power quantities. A side-by-side comparison
of these line item costs across competing
providers often gives colo customers the
information and leverage to demonstrate the
provider’s outlying pricing structure when
compared to the marketplace, frequently
resulting in the provider reducing its
proposed costs.

Negotiation “Wiggle Room”
On most proposals submitted in response to an RFP, the provider includes a 5% to 15% buffer that users can eliminate
during the negotiation process, especially if the economic differences are supported by valid market data.
Users seeking to sign a contract before the end of a financial quarter (and especially at year-end in December) should
ask for a further “signing discount” of a few percentage points if they sign the contract just before the colocation
provider’s financial reporting period closes. This applies to both publicly traded and privately held data center operators,
most of which are motivated to improve their sales numbers near the end of a reporting period.
Ask to Get
Conventional negotiating wisdom suggests that you get a better deal by asking for more. This is certainly true in
colocation contracts, but negotiating the most aggressive economic package usually requires creativity and
resourcefulness. Colo providers — and each property within their data center portfolio — have different supply/demand
metrics affecting them, so some providers may be more willing to offer incentives and price reductions to capture a
new contract than others. The following “tips and tactics” may improve overall negotiation success in most scenarios:


Savvy users should seek special one-time incentives, such as a contract signing bonus. Some providers will provide
a credit against all or part of the initial build-out costs for installing a new private suite and distribution circuits.
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Ask for a beneficial occupancy period
without base rent payments during the
first two to six months of the customer’s
occupancy, during which the customer
has access to a finished colo suite for
installing distribution/telecom circuits
and cabinets but has not yet commenced
production computing in the space.
Many providers can increase the quantity
of power supplied to the initial data suite
more economically than the initial power
delivery, so users should seek reduced
costs for additional power priced at a
discount in $/kW to the initial contract
quantity. This can be accomplished by
pre-negotiating the expansion options,
assuming the user can effectively cool the
Users should seek price reductions on cross-connects for both fiber
additional power within the original space. and software-defined network connections.
Many leading colocation providers have
added internal staff to assist customers in audit and compliance tasks, supplementing an impressive list of existing
certifications. New customers should request allocations of that staff time at no additional cost, or at a reduced
cost, especially for compliance projects related to the customer’s initial migration into a new colocation facility.
Many colo providers own dark fiber strands between their data center campus and the leading local carrier hotel
and can provide use of a few of those strands for free or at reduced rates to win your new colo contract, helping
you reduce overall networking costs.
Wise users seek multiple renewal options at fixed rates, but the smartest among them go even further, seeking a
“lower of fixed or new” renewal rate to take advantage of possible future market rate reductions spurred by
industrialized scale of new development. In this scenario, the customer renews at the lower of a pre-negotiated
rate or the most recent contract terms deemed acceptable by the colo provider for a similarly sized new contract,
which may provide significant value.

Control “Gotcha” Costs
Many enterprises that have migrated compute functions to public cloud are now familiar with the risks of “gotcha” costs
— those fees and surcharges that weren’t expected nor budgeted, which sometimes offset the savings promised by
public cloud operators. Astute users should protect against surprise costs in colocation contracts, although such costs
tend to be more predictable than in cloud agreements.
 One common add-on cost is the PUE uplift which is multiplied by the metered electricity amount to calculate the
power reimbursement bill. If a data center is relatively new with a low overall load, it may have an actual PUE far
higher than its design PUE, so seek a cap on the PUE multiplier. Prudent users can seek a “lower of cap or actual”
PUE multiplier, especially helpful when facilities add additional phases that can decrease actual PUE in future years.
 Seek reductions in cross-connect fees, especially in mature data centers when the user requires more than 20
cross-connects. Colo providers have usually amortized their meet-me room construction costs once a data center
has been operating for a few years, so those fees have high margins that can often be compressed when purchasing
in quantity.
 Many enterprises are seeking public cloud adoption, using software defined networks like Megaport or
PacketFabric, or cloud direct connect circuits to accelerate application and data set transfers. Users should limit
any colo provider surcharges on cross-connect fees to utilize SDNs.
Negotiate SLAs
Colo contracts include SLA metrics and compensation to the customer if a provider misses performance thresholds.
Both the trigger events (such as data suite temperature above ASHRAE standards) and the compensation for missing
thresholds (such as credits against base rental costs) are negotiable. Users should seek self-help rights and contract
termination rights — a draconian remedy in the event of repeated performance issues — to minimize the pain in the
event of extended or chronic failures, which are, thankfully, very rare in modern colocation facilities.
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Limiting Operational Impacts
Large colocation customers, typically those
occupying a quarter or more of a data center
building, should also seek modifications to the
provider’s standard operating procedures, which
could negatively affect processing operations. For
example, some users might seek to prohibit
preventative maintenance that could temporarily
reduce online systemic redundancies during critical
computing windows, such as the holiday season for
a retailer.
Don’t Take the “Step Too Far”
Some corporate IT users want to win every single
point in a contract negotiation, and this generally
isn’t a sound strategy. A colocation contract is a
long-term solution requiring cooperation, and most
users are better served by negotiating a shrewd deal upfront, but one that leaves a reasonable profit on the table for the
provider.
One case study illustrates this point. A corporate user wanted to absolutely clobber the colo provider in a new data
center contract, and they achieved about 3% lower costs by taking a “scorched earth” negotiating strategy, as opposed
to a more reasonable “let’s win but work together” plan. Soon after the new contract began, the customer realized they
needed to ask a few favors in pending implementation processes, and the provider’s response was commensurate to
that of the user during the negotiation process. In most cases, colo providers are cooperative and accommodating with
customers to craft the best overall solution.
Advisor Role in Negotiating Contracts
Retaining experienced and competent advisors to supplement the user’s project team can be a critical element of the
project’s success. Third-party site selection advisors who are experienced in colocation procurement can provide
valuable insight and perspective during contract negotiations. Knowledgeable advisors use sophisticated financial
models to negotiate lower costs while improving other contract terms, such as flexibility provisions that will provide
significant value over the contract term. In addition to conserving the project team’s time, advisors document progress
during negotiations to quantify savings achieved by the project team.
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